2015 IDWeek Presentations

Acute Respiratory Infections


Ridoré M, Arnold JC, Chen WJ, Fairchok MP, Schofield C, St. Clair K, Danaher PJ, Rajnik M, McDonough E, Malone L, Grigorenko E, Stalons D, Mor D, Burgess TH, Millar EV. Patterns of
2015 IDWeek Presentations

Viral and Bacterial Co-detection among Otherwise Healthy Adults with Influenza-like Illness: Utilization of a Multiplex Respiratory Pathogen Panel. Poster presentation. ID Week, A Joint Meeting of IDSA, SHEA, HIVMA, and PIDS, 7-11 October 2015, San Diego, CA.


Deployment and Travel Related Infections

Lindholm DA, Grant EM, Myers T, PhD; Kalyani Telu K, Fairchok M, Ganesan A, Johnson MD, Kunz A, Tribble DR, Lalani T, Yun H. Traveler Demographics, Characteristics of Travel, Personal Protective Measure Use, Mosquito Exposure, and Chikungunya Seroconversion during the Outbreak in the Americas. Poster presentation. ID Week, A Joint Meeting of IDSA, SHEA, HIVMA, and PIDS, 7-11 October 2015, San Diego, CA.

Human Immunodeficiency Virus


Skin and Soft Tissue Infections

Nagy LH, Schlett CD, Cui T, Millar EV, Crawford KB, Merrell DS, Lanier JB, Law NN, Teneza-Mora N, Ellis MW, Hall ER, Bishop DK. Do serum antibodies to Staphylococcus aureus PSMα3 protect against skin and soft-tissue infection? Evidence from a case-control study among military trainees at high risk for disease. Poster presentation. ID Week, A Joint Meeting of IDSA, SHEA, HIVMA, and PIDS, 7-11 October 2015, San Diego, CA.


Trauma Related Infections


2015 IDWeek Presentations

Infectious Disease Outcomes Study 2009-2012. Poster presentation. ID Week, A Joint Meeting of IDSA, SHEA, HIVMA, and PIDS, 7-11 October 2015, San Diego, CA.

